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h effective means of circumventing this problem of slow convergence is to select all unity elements in the matrix E , i.e., V = +(e + t?)2 (13) which is positive definite except along the line 6 + e = 0 . 2 The derivative of V in (13) is 3 = (e + i)(6 + e ) (14) which may be made negative definite by controlling e such .that ~< -6 -K ( e ' + e ) i n R e g i o n I o f F i g . 2 a n d & > -6 -K ( 6 + e ) i n Region II. Such a control forces the 6 versus e trajectory toward the line 6 + e = 0 and then dong that line toward the origin. 
Simulation results given in Figs.. 2 and 4 for K = 1 show that the desired convergence was achieved in this case.
CONCLUSIONS
Signal synthesis techniques have been derived for a larger class of systems than could be handled previously. Some of the more severe restrictions on the plant and model have been removed primarily by emphasizing relationships between plant and model output states. Improved results for the basic problem with unknown plant parameters have been obtained by using expanded Lyapunov functions to provide smoother synthesized plant inputs for reducing the output error asymptotically Lo zero. A UseIul extension would be to combine a parameter identification scheme with the results developed here. Such a procedure would permit the synthesk of a more nearly continuous plant input for incompletely specified parameters and would offer an important alternative t.o adding error derivative terms to the Lyapunov function.
The results of this paper may also be applied for an improved design of noninteracting multiple-input, multiple-output control systems by selecting a nonint.eract.ing model with t,he desired dynamic characterkdcs. This model may be used with a given nonlinear, timevarying plant wit.h incompletely specified parameters to form a model reference adaptive control system.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper an extension is studied of the well-known stochastic linear regulator problem, in which i t is desired to minimize E{JOt' [Xt'R1(t) 
LINEAR STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND MARTINGALES
Rather t.han working with differential equations such as (2), involving white noise, we shall consider st.ochast,ic different.ia1 equations of the form
Here -Xt, t > to, is an n-dimensional vecbor stochastic process. The process W f , t > to, is a given local martingale with respect to the increasing family of sigma fields $1, t > tal where zt is t,he si,gna field generated by W , and X,, to 6 s 6 t. In Section 111 an additional const.raint, will be imposed upon t.he process W. Furt and let X t , t > to, be a vector-valued semi-martingale. Then
It. is well-known that this matrix differential equation has a unique solut,ion under the conditions on A , B, RI, and Rn as stated ( K h a n A useful extension of the differentiation rule is obtained by applying it. to the function $(x$) with respect to the semi-martingale { col(St,t), st, t > t o } , with {St, St, t > t o ) a semi-mart.ingale. ..issuming that $ has first and second partial derivatives with respect to the components of x and a first partial derivative with respect. to f, we obtain
$(-Yt,t) = $ ( X t 0 , t o ) + $ t ( X s -, S ) ds + s,'
where $ t is the partial derivat.ive of $ wit.h respect to t , $= the gradient
(15) of $ wit.h respect. to x, and $.,= the Jacobian of $ with respect to x.
Taking the expectation of b0t.h sides of this equality it. follows that
THE STOCHASTIC LINEAR OPTINAL REGULATOR PRORLEN
[Xt'Rl(t)Xc + I't'R2(f)L7t] dt + S , , ' P I S 1 , Conpider the system described by the stochastic differential equation (3), where an additional restriction on the process W d l be t.hat.
imposedlater. We shall study theproblem of choosing C , , t > f~, s u r h = t.
r[P(fo)ESoSo'] + E [C?, + K?-I(t)B'(t)P(t)~Y,?'R?(t)[U,
where use has been made of the fact that W is, by assumption, a local martingale. To further simplify this expression, consider
In order t,o evaluate this quantity we apply the DolBans-Dad* Meyer rule to the funct.ion 4(Wi,t,Wj,t) = Wi,tW-i,t with respect to the local martingale { col(W;,t,Wj,t), 5t, t b t o ] . We obtain
We now introduce the additional assumption on t.he local martingale W that the behavior of t.he matrix function F(t), ia < t < t~, is not influenced by the choice of t.he process U t , ta < t < h . This means that. no matter how the process U is chosen (within the restrictions mentioned before). the matrix function F remains ident.iThe best known application of the result obt.ained above is the case where the process W is a Gaussian process with zero-mean, independent increments such that with V(t), t > h, a nonnegativedehite matrix function. This is the familiar case where 2 in (2) is Gaussian white noise. The minimal value of the criterion (24) may in this case be mitten in the form (26) The present result is applicable to the case where W is any process with zero-mean, independent increments. This class of processes includes besides Gaussian processes compensated Poisson processes (i.e., Poisson processes with the means subtracted), and generalized compensated Poisson processes (where the rate parameter of the Poisson process is a stochastic process and the j u m p s have stochastic magnitudes) (see e.g., Bretagnolle 151 ). St.ochastic control problems with Poisson white noise have been studied by Florentin 161, 171 and Robinson [8] .
The class of processes considered for H7 is larger than the class of processes with zero-mean, independent increments, however. For example, any process represented as with A a matrix function, and Vg, t > h, a process with zero-mean, independent increments, is a local martingale with respect to Tt, t 2 to. However, such processes generally do not satisfy the additional requirement that the matrix function F is not influenced by the process U. This condit.ion is met by processes represented as with Vt, t > to, a process with zero-mean, independent increments.
V. CONCLUSIONS
It has been demonstrated that the linear control law (23) is optimal for t.he stochastic linear regulator problem if t.he noise 2 occurring in the system equation (1) is a much more general process t.han Gaussian white noise.
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